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NEW QUESTION: 1
A user's traffic traversing a Palo Alto Networks NGFW sometimes
can reach
http://www.company.com. At other times the session times out.
The NGFW has been configured with a PBF rule that the user's
traffic matches when it goes to
http://www.company.com.
How can the firewall be configured automatically disable the
PBF rule if the next hop goes down?
A. Create and add a Monitor Profile with an action of Wait
Recover in the PBF rule in question.
B. Create and add a Monitor Profile with an action of Fail Over
in the PBF rule in question.
C. Enable and configure a Link Monitoring Profile for the
external interface of the firewall.
D. Configure path monitoring for the next hop gateway on the
default route in the virtual router.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A company has locations in North America and Europe. The
company uses Azure SQL Database to support business apps.
Employees must be able to access the app data in case of a
region-wide outage. A multi-region availability solution is
needed with the following requirements:
* Read-access to data in a secondary region must be available
only in case of an outage of the primary region.
* The Azure SQL Database compute and storage layers must be
integrated and replicated together.
You need to design the multi-region high availability solution.
What should you recommend? To answer, select the appropriate
values in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Box 1: Standard
The following table describes the types of storage accounts and
their capabilities:
Box 2: Geo-redundant storage
If your storage account has GRS enabled, then your data is
durable even in the case of a complete regional outage or a
disaster in which the primary region isn't recoverable.
Note: If you opt for GRS, you have two related options to
choose from:
GRS replicates your data to another data center in a secondary
region, but that data is available to be read only if Microsoft
initiates a failover from the primary to secondary region.
Read-access geo-redundant storage (RA-GRS) is based on GRS.
RA-GRS replicates your data to another data center in a
secondary region, and also provides you with the option to read
from the secondary region. With RA-GRS, you can read from the
secondary region regardless of whether Microsoft initiates a
failover from the primary to secondary region.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-i
ntroduction
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-r
edundancy-grs

NEW QUESTION: 3
What Enterprise Planning and Budgeting Cloud (EPBCS) card in
the Application cluster was built to navigate administrators
through maintenance activities?
A. Data Maps
B. Valid Intersections

C. Settings
D. Overview
E. Configure
Answer: C
Explanation:
The Application cluster and these cards in the Application
cluster: Settings, Migration Note: A cluster is a grouping of
cards. You must first create a cluster and then you can assign
cards to it.
References:
https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/latest/pbcs_common/PFUSA/removing
_navigation_flows_car
ds_and_tabs_132xdb28c957.htm#PFUSA-GUID-B98D20C8-34F5-4232-8AA9
- FE8832B1F4FC

NEW QUESTION: 4
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Answer: D
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